Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Involuntary eye movements, oculomotor inhibition, and familiarity {#Sec2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

During fixation of gaze, our eyes move involuntarily in a random-walk like movement and occasional small saccades or microsaccades^[@CR1],[@CR2]^. Microsaccade direction and timing have been linked to anticipation, surprise, and attention shifts^[@CR3]--[@CR9]^. When consciously perceiving a stimulus onset, even when predictable or illusory^[@CR10]^, microsaccades are first inhibited for a short period of time, then disinhibited and the rate increases before returning to baseline (see review in^[@CR11]^). This oculomotor inhibition (OMI) effect, which was found for microsaccades as well as for spontaneous eye blinks^[@CR12],[@CR13]^, depends on the properties of the stimulus, attention, and expectation^[@CR11],[@CR13]--[@CR16]^; the saliency of the stimulus systematically affects the inhibition time course^[@CR13]^. Whereas saliency due to sensory bottom-up properties such as visual contrast expedites the inhibition onset and shortens its duration^[@CR13],[@CR14]^, saliency due to perceptual deviance, such as for auditory oddballs, prolongs it^[@CR7]--[@CR9],[@CR13],[@CR17]^. To date, the dependence of OMI on familiarity is not known. Since familiar stimuli tend to stand out and attract attention, they appear salient^[@CR18]--[@CR22]^, but it is not yet clear whether this saliency should shorten the inhibition due to the enhanced and possibly faster processing^[@CR13],[@CR23]^, or alternatively prolong it, similarly to the response to oddballs^[@CR6],[@CR7],[@CR14],[@CR16]^, e.g., due to a richer encoding in working memory^[@CR24],[@CR25]^.

Faces and familiarity, with and without consciousness {#Sec3}
-----------------------------------------------------

Faces serve as ideal stimuli for investigating the effect of familiarity. Facial stimuli include rich information and their processing is based on the spontaneous activation of a wide range of personal knowledge and emotions^[@CR24],[@CR26]^. Multiple evidence suggest that only familiar faces are processed unconsciously or on the verge of awareness, with evidence from masking paradigms^[@CR27],[@CR28]^, and continuous flash suppression (CFS) in which familiar faces were found to break suppression and reach awareness faster^[@CR27]^ (see review in^[@CR26]^). This suggests that a powerful method for dissociating between familiar and unfamiliar faces could be subconscious stimulation or stimulation on the verge of consciousness, creating a threshold or a winner-takes-all effect, with the familiar faces reaching awareness more often, thus exaggerating the difference between the familiar and unfamiliar.

Face familiarity revealed by eye movements {#Sec4}
------------------------------------------

To date, few studies have investigated the pattern of eye movements when examining familiar and unfamiliar faces presented for only a few seconds. Longer fixation durations were found when the familiar face had to be reported or concealed^[@CR25],[@CR29],[@CR30]^. In contrast, shorter fixation durations on familiar faces were recently reported, when observers had to examine and memorize 4 faces for later reporting^[@CR31]^, presumably because the familiar face requires a shorter memorizing process. These studies, however, do not shed light on OMI because they refer to free viewing of static stimuli and not to the involuntary oculomotor response to visual onsets, which we investigated in the current study. We assumed that OMI would be a better objective measure because it is less prone to top down strategies and potential biases.

The current study {#Sec5}
-----------------

The aim of the current study was to assess the sensitivity of the oculomotor inhibition (OMI) effect to familiarity, focusing on faces. We expected to find such sensitivity for several reasons. First, familiar compared with non-familiar faces induce a larger P300 ERP response^[@CR32]^, which is a marker of attention^[@CR33]--[@CR35]^; this was also found to be correlated (but not identical) to the OMI for microsaccades^[@CR36]^. Second, familiar faces stand out among unfamiliar faces^[@CR18]--[@CR22]^, and are therefore expected to induce OMI related to deviance. Third, given the evidence for co-variation of OMI and consciousness for simple stimuli at threshold^[@CR37]^, and the evidence for familiar faces breaking suppression more readily than unfamiliar faces^[@CR18]--[@CR20]^, face stimuli on the verge of awareness could create an ideal condition for exaggerating the difference in OMI response between the familiar and unfamiliar, if it exists.

Results {#Sec6}
=======

In one experiment, observers passively viewed a 1 Hz slide show of briefly flashed facial images, masked by 2 color images that made the faces barely visible (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Eight facial images were presented in random order, one of which was familiar, with a total of 96 presentations per run, 3 runs per participant. Preliminary experiments with six observers using unmasked stimuli indicated that the familiar face often induced longer OMI than the other faces, but this difference was inconsistent, possibly due to the use of top-down strategies or individual biases (Supp. material, Fig. [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). To avoid such effects and increase the consistency, we used masked stimuli for which the observers reported barely noting that the stimuli were faces. The masked stimuli consisted of two kinds of familiar faces: a universally familiar (not mentioned prior to the experiment, 12 participants), and a locally familiar (7 participants not familiar with the first face, see Methods). Since no significant difference was found between the groups, the data were combined. In a set of analyses described next, we compared the involuntary oculomotor response to the familiar face with the response to the unfamiliar faces and quantified the properties and time course of the oculomotor inhibition effect, as described next.Figure 1Experimental paradigm, a single trial. In each trial, participants passively viewed a sequence of images as shown, with one face image in gray levels and two mask images in color, presented on a gray background. The temporal sequence is shown from left to right with presentation duration specified for each display. Trials (96 in a run) were repeated automatically at 1 Hz rate. The rapid sequence made the face images barely visible. On each trial a different face was randomly presented -- from 1 familiar and 7 non-familiar faces. Participants were asked to pay attention to the stimuli while their eyes were recorded.

The effect of familiarity on the microsaccade rate modulation {#Sec7}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The results for the microsaccade and blink rate modulation are shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The group averages across 19 observers are plotted for each of the faces, including the familiar face (\#1, in bold), time-locked to the stimulus face image onset. For microsaccades (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), all conditions showed a clear inhibition that started prior to the stimulus onset due to a temporal expectation, followed by a sharp increase in the microsaccade rate around 280 ms post stimulus, reaching a peak around 400 ms, and slowly returning to baseline, roughly similar to the typical pattern of microsaccade inhibition observed in previous studies^[@CR13],[@CR38]^. Critically, the inhibition release in response to the familiar face had a lower peak compared with all unfamiliar faces, deviating from the familiar faces average from around 380 ms until around 500 ms post-stimulus onset. The non-parametric significance test (see Methods) revealed one significant segment of difference around 380--480 ms (p = 0.005). The results for the spontaneous eye blinks (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) showed a similar familiarity effect. We included in the analysis only epochs with one or more post-stimulus blinks, in order to allow averaging across observers and to focus on the main effect, which is only defined when blinks occur. The included epochs were \~15% of the sample, on average, across observers, with a varied percentage between zero (2 observers) and 50%. This implies that the actual blink rate was \~6 times lower than that shown in the figure. It also reduced the number of observers (by 2), but otherwise, the observers were assigned an equal weight in the average regardless of their blinking rate. When comparing microsaccades and blinks, we found that the blinks' peaks occurred 40 ms later; however, both showed a pattern of deviation from the familiar face rate modulation similar to that of the unfamiliar faces. This deviation appears as a delayed and "smeared" release from inhibition.Figure 2The effect of familiarity on the oculomotor rate modulation. Microsaccade (**a**) and Blink (**b**) rate modulation for the familiar (1, bold red) compared to every non-familiar face (2--8). Data were averaged per face across epochs within observer and then across observers. Time zero represents stimulus onset, with shaded orange areas illustrate the stimulus target and masks times, while the shaded gray area illustrates the time window (250--800 ms) used for subsequent RT analyses. For the Blink rates in (**b**), only epochs with a blink after stimulus onset were included (about 15%). Note the prolonged inhibition for the familiar face (red) for microsaccades as well as blinks. The gray bar indicates the significant cluster showing difference between the familiar face and the average of all other faces (nonparametric permutation test, see Methods), \*p = 0.005 for microsaccades, and \*p = 0.022 for blinks.

We conducted an additional experiment with new observers to verify the visibility level during the experiment and the efficacy of the masking appear (Supp. material, Fig. [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The results showed that the stimuli were "barely visible" on average. In this experiment we also examined whether the observers perceived and remembered the familiar (but masked) face that was presented to them without any hint for the type of stimuli presented. All the observed reported observing the familiar face.

The effect of familiarity on microsaccade and blink RT: early and late effects {#Sec8}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We conducted a second analysis of the data using a discrete temporal measure, which we previously introduced for assessing contrast sensitivity and low-level processing^[@CR12],[@CR13]^ and later applied it to language processing^[@CR8]^. These measures, termed microsaccade and blink RT (response time, msRT, and bkRT, respectively), were computed by averaging the onset times of the first microsaccade or blink in a specified temporal window following stimulus onset: early (50--250 ms) around the onset of inhibition, and late (250--800) around its release, as shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} (see Methods). These windows were roughly similar to those used in our previous studies^[@CR12],[@CR13]^ and were derived from the rate modulation functions to capture the two phases of inhibition, onset and release. The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Figure [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} right panel compares the group's average msRT at the late window, for the familiar (\#1) and each of the unfamiliar faces (\#2--8). The data were normalized per observer by subtracting the average msRT for all faces. As shown, the msRT for the familiar face was \~60 ms longer than for each of the other faces, with a highly significant group average effect of 73 ms when comparing the familiar face to the average of all non-familiar faces (Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, left panel, p = 0.0005 in a non-parametric permutation test, see Methods). These results were not very specific to the choice of the window, and similar but more noisy results were obtained for a window starting at stimulus onset (see Fig. [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).Figure 3Group averages of microsaccade RT (msRT) for the familiar face compared to each of the non-familiar faces (right column, face 1 = familiar compared to faces 2--8) and their average (left column). The microsaccade and blink RTs were averaged and normalized (demeaned) per observers, then averaged across observers, with error bars denoting 1SE across observers (see Methods), with additional adjustment by adding the grand average (left column only). In (**a**,**b**), RT values were computed in the inhibition release period (250--800 ms), while the onset of inhibition (**c**) was computed in an early window (50--250 ms). The group average significance (nonparametric permutation test, see Methods) is indicated for each condition on the left column. Only N = 14 observers contributed data to the eyeblink RT averages due to the lack of eyeblinks in the specified time-period. Similarly, data from only N = 13 observers was available for estimating the onset of inhibition (see Results). Note the longer microsaccade (**a**) and blink (**b**) inhibition, and the earlier inhibition onset (**c**) for the familiar face.

The results for the blink RT computed in the same late temporal window are shown in Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. These results were very similar to those obtained with microsaccades, with a significant group average difference of 78 ms (p = 0.002, non-parametric permutation test, Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} left panel), and a difference between the familiar face and each of the non-familiar faces of about 60 ms (Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, right panel). Only \~14 observers (on average, across the different faces) contributed to the group averages in this analysis due to zero blinks in the specified time window (see Methods).

Finally, the results for the early temporal window (50--250 ms) corresponding to the onset of inhibition are shown in Fig. [3c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} for microsaccades (blink rates approached zero in this window). In this early window, we averaged the onsets of the last microsaccade rather than the first, to capture the onset of inhibition (but only one microsaccade if any were typically found, see Methods). Owing to the sparse and limited microsaccade data in this early window, for some observers many faces could not be measured at all; therefore, we limited the analysis to observers with 3 or more faces with measured microsaccade RT, resulting in N = 13 observers. We found that the msRT (the average time of the last microsaccade in the early window), presumably related to the onset of inhibition, was \~30 ms faster for the familiar compared with the non-familiar faces (\~90 ms and \~120 ms, respectively); this was true for both the group average (Fig. [3c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} left panel) and for the different face images (right panel). The group average effect was found to be significant using a non-parametric permutation test (p = 0.01, see Methods). Note that this early effect cannot be seen in the rate modulation functions (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), probably due to the floor effect introduced by subjects with fewer microsaccades, which were not included in the msRT calculation.

The effect of familiarity for individual observers {#Sec9}
--------------------------------------------------

We further analyzed the results for each observer separately (Figs [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, we show the microsaccade rate modulation functions for each of the 19 observers and compared the rate time course for the familiar (red) and the average of the unfamiliar (blue). The graphs were scaled to the individual range of rates, and these rates varied across observers. We arranged the order of observers such that the first rows are more similar to the group average. As shown, in the first 3 rows (15 observers), the microsaccade inhibition release in response to a familiar face was delayed and "smeared". The observers in the last row of Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} exhibited a different pattern, with a larger inhibition release response for a familiar face.Figure 4Individual observer data. (**a**) Microsaccade rate modulation functions for each observer, for the familiar face (red) compared to the average of all other faces. (**b**) Normalized msRT values in the release interval (250--800 ms post stimulus) for each observer and face (1--8, 1 = familiar in red). In both cases, data were ordered so that observers showing the group average effect appear in the first 3 rows. Note the delayed release from inhibition (**a**) and the typically longer msRT (**b**) for the familiar face compared to the other faces.Figure 5The relation between the oculomotor inhibition for familiar and unfamiliar faces. Observer scatter plots show the oculomotor RT for the familiar face on X and average of all unfamiliar faces on Y, with each dot representing one observer. The diagonal line represents the points of equality. (**a**) Microsaccade RT for the inhibition release (250--800), (**b**) Eyeblink RT for the inhibition release, (**c**) microsaccade RT for the onset of inhibition (50--250 ms). The results for eyeblinks do not include all observers because of a lack of blinking in the specific time-period investigated (see Methods). Similarly, the onset of microsaccade inhibition (**c**) includes only 13 observers. Note that in (**a**) and (**b**), the majority of the dots reside in the lower-right half of the figure, indicating prolonged inhibition for the familiar, while earlier inhibition onset for the familiar is indicated by the shorter msRT for the familiar (**c**).

Figure [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the normalized msRT values of the release from inhibition for each observer, like those shown in Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}'s right column for the group. The observers are in order, as in Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, with the first 3 rows (excluding one) exhibiting a longer msRT for a familiar face compared with all other faces. We computed the p-value for the difference between the familiar and the average of the non-familiar faces for each of the observers using the non-parametric permutation test as done for the group (see Methods). We found that for 14 of the 19 observers the p-value was smaller than 0.05 (17 were below 0.15).

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows diagonal scatter plots of the oculomotor RT values (microsaccades, blinks) of the familiar face vs. the average of the unfamiliar faces, with one marker per observer. Figure [5a](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the msRT in the inhibition release period (250--800 ms). As shown, 15 of the 19 observers fell below the diagonal line, and the remaining 4 were above it, implying that a longer msRT for the familiar is a common property for most observers. Similar results were found for the blinks (Fig. [5b](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), although only 14 of the 19 observers had enough blinking for this analysis (see Methods, and Results above); however, 4 of them did not display this effect.

Finally, Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the microsaccade RT for the early time interval (50--250 ms), which is assumed to quantify the onset of inhibition (see Methods). Since in many trials no microsaccade was found, we included only observers that had measures for more than 2 unfamiliar images. This resulted in only 13 observers. As shown, 9 of the observers were above the diagonal line, implying that their onset of inhibition was earlier, about 90 ms, on average.

The effect of familiarity on the OMI change over time {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------------------------

A change of the OMI over time within a session could be indicative of some adaptation that typically occurs with repeated presentation of the same stimulus, or alternatively, the buildup of anticipation of the "discovered" familiar face. To investigate this, we computed the msRT as a function of time within the \~100 sec experimental runs in 10 sec bins. We averaged the data across the 3 runs since there was no significant difference between them. The results appear in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. As shown in (a) and (b), the msRT decreased by \~50 ms over the session period, but only for the unfamiliar (r^2^ = 0.8, *p* = 0.001, via permutation test). In contrast, the familiar face remained with longer OMI and did not change systematically. This was not because the unfamiliar were many -- the same decrease was found for the individual unfamiliar faces (b). This was also a property common to most observers (14 of 19) as shown on (c).Figure 6The OMI across time in a session for the familiar and unfamiliar. The msRT for the release period (250--800 ms) is computed in 10 s bins across the experimental runs of \~100 s each, and averaged across observers. Error bars are 1SE after normalization by demeaning. (**a**) Familiar face compared to the average of all unfamiliar faces; (**b**) unfamiliar faces plotted sepearately; (**c**) standard p-vlaues for the correlations computed for each observer for the famliar and the average of the unfamiliar, and shown in a scatter plot. As shown, the unfamiliar msRT was reduced steadily across the \~100 s runs (R = \~−0.9, p = 0.001 in a permutation test) while this was not the case for the familiar face. The plot in (**b**) shows that this was true for the individual unfamiliar faces, and (**c**) shows that this was true for 15 of the 19 observers. This demonstrates another difference in the processing of the familiar and unfamiliar faces, which calls for further investigation.

Discussion {#Sec11}
==========

We investigated the effect of face familiarity on microsaccade and blink inhibition by presenting barely visible faces at a regular 1 Hz repetition rate and with passive viewing. Our results revealed that the microsaccade inhibition time course was modulated by familiarity, where briefly flashed and masked familiar faces evoked earlier and longer microsaccade inhibition compared with unfamiliar faces (Figs [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). These findings indicate, for the first time, that microsaccades are sensitive to familiarity.

In addition to the longer microsaccade inhibition, familiarity also induced a delay in the timing of spontaneous eye blinks. Similar to our previous study^[@CR12]^, the regular 1 Hz stimuli caused entrainment of the eye blinks (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), with almost totally inhibited blinking prior to and immediately after the stimulus onset, and a high blink probability around 400 ms post-stimulus. This release from inhibition was significantly delayed for the familiar compared with the unfamiliar faces; this indicates the sensitivity of spontaneous eye blink timing to familiarity.

Taken together, these results provide further support to the idea of a common oculomotor inhibition mechanism (OMI) that presumably turns off oculomotor events while processing previous stimuli^[@CR12]^, processing that is affected by familiarity.

Familiarity and perceptual saliency: an oculomotor marker {#Sec12}
---------------------------------------------------------

Saliency appears to be a major factor that determines the properties of OMI; however, there are different types of saliency, i.e., things that attract attention, and which affect the OMI differently. Whereas sensory saliency such as higher contrast results in earlier and shorter OMI^[@CR13]^, oddballs or surprising stimuli tend to prolong it^[@CR7]^. We found that familiar stimuli (faces) behave as perceptual oddballs and result in prolonged OMI. It appears that longer OMI is associated with longer processing times, since paradigms that involve stimulus categorization prolong the inhibition^[@CR8],[@CR23]^. For example, in a recent study of language processing in which observers were required to categorize words and non-words^[@CR8]^, non-words containing real word roots, produced longer OMI than did other non-words containing invented roots, presumably due to the longer processing time for discrimination.

Additional insight is provided by examining the change of the msRT over time within a session (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). We found that it was shortened by 50 ms over \~100 sec experimental runs for the unfamiliar but not the familiar faces. In a previous study^[@CR39]^, we found that a repeated presentation of the same stimulus resulted in shortening of the OMI (expressed by the msRT for its release), while changes (oddballs) caused prolonging of the OMI. This suggests that the reduction in the msRT over time for the unfamiliar reflects a perception of all these faces as one repeating stimulus, and the familiar as an oddball. Next, we try to account for the main findings by suggesting a working memory encoding process that determines the OMI.

Familiarity and OMI: a working memory encoding hypothesis {#Sec13}
---------------------------------------------------------

We propose here that for a large set of stimuli, and specifically for the facial stimuli used in the current study, the primary processing stage that determines the OMI is working memory (WM) encoding, which varies in time and is affected by familiarity. Working memory is a cognitive system used for temporarily holding information available for processing^[@CR40],[@CR41]^; the encoding phase in working memory is a critical component of it^[@CR42],[@CR43]^. WM-load was found to reduce microsaccade rate^[@CR44]^. Our hypothesis refers here to the encoding phase of transient events. First, this hypothesis is consistent with the evidence for shorter OMI with bottom-up saliency (e.g., contrast) because WM encoding should be faster for more coherent (or strongly activated) representations. Second, a longer encoding time is expected for novel events involving an update in stimulus properties, compared to repeating the same stimulus (which requires no WM-update), accounting for the simple oddball and serial dependence effects. Third, a longer encoding time is expected for more important/significant stimuli because of the deeper and richer associations made between the stimulus and other knowledge representations^[@CR41]^. Since face recognition is based on spontaneous activation of a wide range of personal knowledge and emotions^[@CR24],[@CR26]^, we propose that the longer OMI we observed for familiar compared with unfamiliar faces is due to a richer and longer WM encoding for the familiar faces.

But why don't we get a prolonged OMI for the unfamiliar faces due to their novelty? This could be due to the masking we used, which reduced visibility or awareness. It has been suggested that a cortical recurrent-loop mechanism which crosses a threshold and "ignites", leads to content-specific awareness^[@CR45]^, and presumably to WM encoding. In our case, the unfamiliar faces may have failed to "ignite" and their WM encoding could have been limited. Our finding that the repeated presentation of the unfamiliar faces resulted in shortening of the OMI (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) support this interpretation by suggesting that the unfamiliar faces have been treated as a repeated presentation of the same stimulus, rather than as novel faces. On the other hand, we verified that the familiar face had been encoded to WM, by a verbal report of all the observers (see Results). Finally, a recent ERP study with RSVP of faces that, like our study, limits visibility by masking, found that famous but not unfamiliar faces could break through this masking into awareness and produce measurable ERP^[@CR20]^, presumably because the novel (unfamiliar) faces were not perceived sufficiently to be encoded into WM.

Early and late processing of familiarity {#Sec14}
----------------------------------------

Whether familiarity detection is an early or late process has been studied extensively, mainly for faces. Our results were divided into an early and late analysis windows, corresponding to the onset and release of inhibition, as done in our previous studies^[@CR8],[@CR12],[@CR13]^. We found that for microsaccades the inhibition onset was earlier for the familiar, as reflected by the shorter average latency of the last microsaccade in the window of 50--250 post stimulus (Figs [3c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), \~90 ms and \~120 ms for the familiar and unfamiliar, respectively. This early effect, though significant, is not as strong and convincing as the late effect (larger p-value, see Results, Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} vs. [3c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) because of a reduced sample size (n = 13) due to the lack of microsaccades in the early time period for some participants, and the difficulty in deriving accurate time measures from the lack of events (microsaccades) compared to occurring events.

Nevertheless, we believe that this result is indicative of the fast and early recognition of familiarity, similar to the microsaccade inhibition effect obtained previously for auditory pattern categorization^[@CR23]^. The current evidence on brain responses to face familiarity suggests mainly a late ERP response, including the N250 component and the more general attention-related P300 response^[@CR46]--[@CR49]^. These late responses, and primarily the P300 component, appear to be related to our late familiarity effects (250--800 ms, Figs [3a,b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [5a,b](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), as previously suggested for oddballs^[@CR7]^.

However, additional recent studies found an earlier effect of face familiarity, including the modulation of the N170 response when a familiar face was expected^[@CR50]^, a rapid choice saccade to a familiar face in 180 ms^[@CR49]^, and accurate familiar face detection at a rapid 7 faces/s presentation rate^[@CR51]^ (although this could also reflect a processing pipeline). In our experiment, expectation could have played a role because we used repeated presentations of one familiar face among unfamiliar faces, and once the familiar face was discovered (e.g., in a late processing stage), the viewer might have developed an expectation that primed early selection. We did not find a change over time in the OMI for the familiar face to provide evidence for the buildup of this expectation (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} and results), but this could still be the case if the buildup was quick. In general, the early recognition of the familiar face is consistent with models of early auditory selection, which account, for example, for the cocktail party effect^[@CR52]^, implicating early mechanisms of MGM and inferior colliculus, which might similarly apply to vision.

Given the early and late effects we measured, it is possible to sketch a two-stage process involved in detecting face familiarity, and possibly other types of familiarity. The first stage, which corresponds to the inhibition onset we found, is early in time (around 100 ms) and is responsible for rapid detection of stimuli of potential valence. This could be implemented by a fast and crude readout mechanism, like that suggested for the first stage in object recognition^[@CR53],[@CR54]^. A second processing stage comes later, possibly using feedback, to fully identify the familiar stimulus; its end is denoted by the release from oculomotor inhibition. Such a scheme for processing face familiarity is supported by a recent ERP study demonstrating an early and coarse fast stage starting around 140 ms and a more refined but slower stage occurring after 200 ms^[@CR55]^.

Application to non-facial stimuli and concealed information {#Sec15}
-----------------------------------------------------------

It is not yet known whether the OMI markers of face familiarity also apply to non-facial stimuli, such as familiar items or text words; however, this seems very likely. First, we obtained preliminary results of prolonged OMI with familiar text names. Second, several studies of concealed information detection demonstrate ERP response specificity to familiar text, including a P3 response for barely visible personal names in RSVP^[@CR18],[@CR19]^ and a P300 response for familiar text words^[@CR32],[@CR56]^.

In the current study, we used barely visible stimuli, similar to Bowman *et al*.^[@CR19],[@CR18]^ in order to increase the difference between the familiar and unfamiliar faces, since previous studies suggest that only familiar faces are processed unconsciously or on the verge of awareness^[@CR24],[@CR26],[@CR27],[@CR57],[@CR58]^ (see also Introduction). It is not yet clear whether the OMI can react selectively to subconscious (totally invisible) stimuli, and more specifically, to the familiarity of invisible faces. Under some conditions, the oculomotor system may react without awareness^[@CR58]^, although for contrast, the OMI was found to co-vary with conscious detection^[@CR37]^.

The use of barely visible stimuli has another potential advantage in detecting concealed information. The facial memory that was uncovered in our test was revealed in an automatic and involuntary manner, tapping into an internal cognitive process in the absence of the subject's attention or conscious control. This may minimize irrelevant biases and has potential implications in legal procedures, for minimizing misidentifications and preventing false convictions.

Methods {#Sec16}
=======

Participants {#Sec17}
------------

Nineteen observers (ages 30--45 and one aged 54) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in the experiments. They were recruited among university students and friends and all were familiar or became familiar with the experimenter (GR). The study including the experimental protocol was approved by the ethics committee (IRB) of the Haifa University, and the methods were carried out in accordance with the IRB guidelines and regulations. Informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Apparatus {#Sec18}
---------

Stimuli were displayed on a 22-inch CRT monitor, running at a 100-Hz refresh rate with 1024 × 768 pixel resolution occupying a 33.4° × 25.4° area. The background luminance was 3.2 cd/m^2^. The experiments were administered in dim light. Eye movements were recorded monocularly with an Eyelink 1000 infrared system (SR Research, Ontario, Canada) with a sampling rate of 500 Hz. Head movements were limited by a chin and forehead rest, placed 60 cm from the screen. Recording was performed from the right eye, although viewing was binocular. A standard 9-point calibration was performed before each session. Stimuli were presented using an in-house-developed platform for psychophysics and eye-tracking experiments (PSY) developed by Y.S.B., running on a Windows PC.

Stimuli and procedures {#Sec19}
----------------------

Both familiar and unfamiliar faces were presented in an involuntary familiarity detection paradigm of one in eight (one familiar and 7 unfamiliar), like in an identification lineup. Participants passively viewed sequences of stimuli with no instructions other than fixating at a central static fixation point (0.128 in diameter) and paying attention to the presented stimuli. The stimuli consisted of 96 presentations or epochs per run shown at 1 Hz, 3 runs per participant. An example of a stimulus sequence presented in one epoch is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. It starts with a 830 ms fixation, a monochromatic facial image (one of 8) flashed for 10 ms, a blank screen (60 ms), and two successive colorful "relaxing" images, 50 ms each, selected at random from a set of 30 images; all images were 360 × 480 pixels in size. Each face (among the 8 faces) was presented 12 times in random permutation order, with a total of 96 per run. Six of the observers also performed an additional control experiment, which was identical to the main experiment, except for the absence of the masks.

The participants were first tested on a universally familiar Hollywood star, Daniel Craig ("James Bond"), and asked about their familiarity with him only after the experiment. If they reported "unfamiliar", they were asked about their familiarity with the American TV series Seinfeld. If they reported "familiar", they were tested on "Kramer", one of the actors in this TV series. If they replied "unfamiliar", they were tested on the picture of the experimenter, GR. In total, 12 of the 19 participants were tested on a universally familiar face (3 on "Kramer"), and 7 on an individually familiar face (the experimenter, GR). These two types of familiarity did not produce significant differences in the results (see Results).

An additional complementary experiment was conducted at a later stage with a new group of 10 observers who watched an identical stimulus sequence, except that 3 mask SOA values were used, 30 ms (fast), 70 ms (as in the main experiment) and 100 ms (slow). The participants were required to rate visibility for each stimulus presentation via 3 keys, 1 for "invisible", 2 for "barely visible" and 3 for "visible". Each observer was tested in two runs of 72 presentations each. At the end of the experiment, participants were asked to report what they observed.

Data analysis {#Sec20}
-------------

We compared event-related measures of microsaccades and eye blinks in response to a *familiar face* vs. *unfamiliar faces*. They include rate modulation functions and oculomotor RT measures (microsaccades, eye blinks), as used in our previous studies^[@CR8],[@CR12],[@CR13]^ and are described next. Data analysis was carried out using in-house software written in Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA), developed by Y.S.B.

### Microsaccade and blink detection {#Sec21}

Microsaccades were detected using the algorithm introduced by^[@CR15]^ as implemented in^[@CR8],[@CR13]^. Details are repeated here for completeness. Raw data were first smoothed using local linear regression fitting (LOWESS method, span of 25 ms) to optimize microsaccade extraction. Microsaccades were detected as intervals in which the velocity exceeded a threshold defined as eight median standard deviations of the horizontal and vertical velocities (λ = 8). The minimal microsaccade duration was set at 9 ms. The permitted velocity range was 8°/s--150°/s and the permitted amplitude range was 0.08°--2°. Eye movements outside these ranges were rejected. The rejection rate varied across participants and was in the range of 0--33%, with an average of 4.1%. When microsaccades were analyzed, periods of missing data, such as during blinks, were locally discarded from further analysis with an additional margin of 100 ms, without discarding the whole epoch.

Eye blinks were detected as in^[@CR8]^. Blink periods were first defined as zero pupil size, producing approximate events of eyes closed (transition to zero) and eyes open (changed from zero). Since a blink is typically preceded by a vertical eye movement, the vertical trace was further analyzed in a local window of 100 ms prior to an approximate onset and 150 ms after an approximate offset. The first third of the local window was used to calculate a baseline for transient changes in the vertical trace. The new blink onset was then defined as the time when the change in the vertical trace passed a threshold of 4 standard deviations of that baseline. Blink offset was defined similarly. Lastly, blinks shorter than 250 ms or longer than 700 ms were rejected as possibly reflecting measurement noise. Following extraction, the recorded data were divided into epochs time-locked to stimulus onset, such that each epoch represented one experimental trial.

### Microsaccade and blink rate modulation {#Sec22}

The rate modulation function for both microsaccades and blinks was calculated as in^[@CR8]^. Rates were computed by convolving a raw rate estimate of one microsaccade (or blink) per sample duration at the time of onset with a causal kernel^[@CR23]^. The rates were first averaged across epochs within participants, and then across participants, to compute the event-related modulation of microsaccades (or blinks) with equal contribution from each participant.

### Microsaccade and blink reaction time (RT) {#Sec23}

Quantitative measures for the microsaccade- (or blink-) inhibition duration were computed using a method introduced in^[@CR12],[@CR13]^. Microsaccade RT (msRT) was calculated per epoch as the latency of the first microsaccade after stimulus onset in two specified time windows: 50--250 ms as the inhibition onset interval, and 250--800 ms as the inhibition release interval. In the early interval, the last (rather than the first) microsaccade was selected, although this change had a negligible effect since microsaccades in the early interval were rare. The Blink RT (bkRT) was similarly calculated in the same time intervals. Epochs with no microsaccades or blinks in the specified window were not included in this calculation. In computing error bars for the RT values averaged across subjects, we applied the Cousineau method, which controls the between-subject variance and allows a better representation of within-subject effects^[@CR59]^. In this method, data are first normalized by subtracting each subject's mean RT and adding the group mean RT across all conditions and subjects. The standard error is calculated over the normalized data, and is multiplied by Morey's correction factor^[@CR60]^ (√(n/(n − 1)), which equals a negligible √(19/18)) for n = 19 subjects. In some cases, less than the full number of subjects was averaged due to the lack of microsaccades or blinks in the specified window for any of the relevant epochs. In all cases, however, the actual number of subjects is indicated in the figures.

Statistical assessment {#Sec24}
----------------------

We used nonparametric permutation tests^[@CR61]^ to test the difference in msRT between the familiar and unfamiliar faces. For each test, we randomly permuted the labels (1--8) of the epochs (1,000 permutations) and recalculated the group average msRT. We then computed the p value as the fraction of permutations in which the original effect size (i.e., the difference between the conditions divided by the pooled standard deviation) was exceeded by the effect size of the permuted data. We used the same procedure to assess the significance of the bkRT effect. For assessing the significance of the correlation between time bin and msRT (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}), we used a similar permutation test, except that the time bin was permuted and the correlation was used as the effect size, i.e. we computed the number of random permutations for which the correlation equal or higher than the original.

For assessing the significance in the difference in the microsaccade rate modulation functions of familiar vs. the average of the unfamiliar faces, we used a nonparametric cluster-based randomization test^[@CR8],[@CR23],[@CR62]^ as follows: For each time point, we calculated a paired t-test between the two rate functions. We then identified clusters of adjacent time points showing a significant t-value, and calculated cluster-level statistics by summing all the t-values within a cluster. Then we randomly permuted (1,000 permutations) the labels of the data (i.e., whether each value belonged to the familiar vs. unfamiliar faces average), recalculated the cluster-level t-value, and generated a histogram of the test statistics across the permutations. We then computed the p value as the fraction of permutations in which the original cluster-level t-value was exceeded by that of the permuted data.
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